RTI REQUEST DETAILS

Registration No. : PGCIL/R/2019/80098

Date of Receipt : 17/09/2019

Transferred From : Ministry of Power on 17/09/2019 With Reference Number : POWER/R/2019/50684

Remarks : The application is transferred under Section 6(3) of RTI Act, 2005.

Type of Receipt : Electronically Transferred from Other Public Authority

Language of Request : English

Name : Pradeep Kumar Gupta

Gender : Male

Address : Village - Geyaspur, District - Muzaffarpur, State - Bihar, Pin:843107

State : Bihar

Country : India

Phone No. : +91-9085894466

Mobile No. : +91-9085894466

Email : pdguptabihmuz@gmail.com

Status(Rural/Urban) : Rural

Education Status :

Letter No. : Details not provided

Letter Date : Details not provided

Is Requester Below Poverty Line ? : No

Citizenship Status : Indian

Amount Paid : 0 (RTI fee is received by Ministry of Power (original recipient) )

Mode of Payment : Payment Gateway

Request Pertains to :

Information Sought : INFORMATION UNDER RTI ACT 2005

Sir/Madam,

1. I, Pradeep Kumar Gupta resident of Village - Geyaspur, Dist - Muzaffarpur, State - Bihar wants to know the following information under RTI Act 2005 regarding establishment of electric poles 440 volt for electric supply to rural residential area (Village)

   (a) What is the distance required while establishing new pole to another new pole at rural residential area (village).

   (b) What is the minimum distance as per norms from house to pole to avoid fire hazards.

   (c) Does electricity deptt/representative of electricity deptt obtain willingness/NOC from land owner/house owner prior to establishing the electric poles.

   (d) Is in order to establish electric pole only one feet away from residential house.

https://rtionline.gov.in/RTIMIS/NODAL/RTIDetails.php?reg=7R0zP7DFmmwMSNevLrCrRisOw3uS8bcYek%2BIH%7zmq2vQ%3D
(c) Is in order, if the house is locked or nobody is present in house and without informing to the members of house, to establish electric pole (440v) only one feet away house, which is security threat as anyone can climb through pole and enter the house.

(f) If the pole has been establish only one feet away from house as mentioned above than what action should take.

INFORMATION UNDER RTI ACT 2005

Sir/Madam,

1. I, Pradeep Kumar Gupta resident of Village - Geyaspur, Dist - Muzaffarpur, State - Bihar wants to know the following information under RTI Act 2005 regarding establishment of electric poles 440 volt for electric supply to rural residential area (Village)

(a) What is the distance required while establishing new pole to another new pole at rural residential area (village).

(b) What is the minimum distance as per norms from house to pole to avoid fire hazards.

Original RTI Text:

(c) Does electricity deptt/representative of electricity deptt obtain willingness/NOC from land owner/house owner prior to establishing the electric poles.

(d) Is in order to establish electric pole only one feet away from residential house.

(e) Is in order, if the house is locked or nobody is present in house and without informing to the members of house, to establish electric pole (440v) only one feet away house, which is security threat as anyone can climb through pole and enter the house.

(f) If the pole has been establish only one feet away from house as mentioned above than what action should take.